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Van Arty Association and RUSI Van Members News May 17, 2022 
 

 

Newsletters normally are emailed on Monday evenings.  If you don’t get a future newsletter on 

time, check the websites below to see if there is a notice about the current newsletter or to see if 

the current edition is posted there.  If the newsletter is posted, please contact me at 

bob.mugford@gmail.com to let me know you didn’t get your copy. 
 

 

Newsletter online.  This newsletter and previous editions are available on the Vancouver Artillery 

Association website at: www.vancouvergunners.ca and the RUSI Vancouver website at:  

http://www.rusivancouver.ca/newsletter.html.   Both groups are also on Facebook at: 

https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=vancouver%20artillery%20association and 

https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=rusi%20vancouver  
 

Upcoming events – Mark your calendars        (see Poster section at end for details) 
 

The 2022 Army Gala. CANCELLED.  New Date:- May 6, 2023, at the Sheraton Wall Centre 
 

Commemoration Cyprus 2024 – see posters 
 

May 18 Wednesday ‘Zoom’ Lunch meeting- Mess will be open, bring your own lunch 

May 23 15th Field 100th Anniversary Teahouse Mess Dinner 
May 25 Wednesday ‘Zoom’ Lunch meeting- Mess will be open, bring your own lunch 

May 26 Coast to Coast Toast 

June 01 Wednesday ‘Zoom’ Lunch meeting- Mess will be open, bring your own lunch 

 

The 15th Field 100th Anniversary Teahouse Mess Dinner 
 

Hope all is well with you and yours.  
 

Finally, the news we have been waiting for:  "Public Health Restrictions due to Covid-19 

have been eased” 
  

Note : - This does not apply to Armouries yet.  The Army works to its own schedule, and we 

will announce here when the Armoury reopens.  
 

Organized gatherings and events  

Indoor or outdoor gatherings and events can happen at full capacity.  

Upon receiving this update, the Teahouse Restaurant has confirmed they will offer full capacity 

for our event. 

 

The 15th Field 100th Anniversary Teahouse Mess dinner has been scheduled for  

mailto:bob.mugford@gmail.com
http://www.vancouvergunners.ca/
http://www.rusivancouver.ca/newsletter.html
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=vancouver%20artillery%20association
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=rusi%20vancouver
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1800 for 1900hrs May 23 2022. 

Please mark your calendars and plan accordingly.  To purchase tickets or to confirm you have 

prepaid please contact HLCol Don Foster @  dgfoster60@gmail.com 
 

Hope to see you on May 23, 2022. 
 

Ubique, 

Don Foster   HLCol 

 

Canadian Trainer Watches Efforts Pay Dividends in Ukraine 
Stephen J Thorne    Legion Magazine    May 11, 2022 

 

 

 
Ukrainian armoured troops on operations. 

Ministry of Defense of Ukraine/flicker.com 

 

 

Corporal Brian Tite, a Canadian signals specialist, 

served two tours training Ukrainian soldiers in the 

kind of technologies that are now contributing to 

their stout defence against invading forces from 

Russia.  The International Peacekeeping and Security Centre near the western city of Lviv was 

his home and office for more than a year in 2019 and 2021. It was destroyed March 13 by Russian 

cruise missiles; 35 people were killed and 134 wounded.  “It’s very sad because we probably 

knew some friends who were still working there,” Cpl Tite said in an interview with Legion 

Magazine. “We hope everybody’s OK over there but, yes, the base we were working on…was 

hit.”  Defence Minister Anita Anand described the withdrawal as a “temporary measure.”  Ottawa 

pulled about 260 Canadian troops out of Ukraine less than two weeks before Russian forces 

invaded on Feb 24. The decision came after the UK and the US ordered their own soldiers out, 

effectively suspending Operation Unifier, a training mission begun in 2015 after Russia annexed 

Crimea. 

 

The $890-million project trained more than 30,000 Ukrainian defence and security personnel at 

the centre in Yavoriv, near the Polish border about 50 kilometres west of Lviv, and in a dozen 

other locations throughout the country.  In a tweet, Defence Minister Anita Anand described the 

withdrawal as a “temporary measure.” A DND statement suggested the decision did not signal 

the end of the commitment.  “Force protection is the top priority for our training mission, of which 

operational security is a key component,” it said. “Thus, while we can confirm we have relocated 

some of our forces outside of Ukraine, we will not discuss numbers, locations or future 

intentions.”  Cpl Tite, 24, a native of Lachute, Que, spent his days around computers. He ate and 

slept at the centre where he worked and occasionally ventured into the city by chartered bus along 

with American, British and Swedish colleagues and their Ukrainian trainees. They also played 

football and Frisbee during off-hours.  [Putin] claimed the West was “preparing for the invasion 

of our land, including Crimea.”  He said the Ukrainians were engaged, quick learners. “Right 

mailto:dgfoster60@gmail.com
https://legionmagazine.com/en/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/20110912_WN_S1015650_0030-1.jpg_-_Flickr_-_NZ_Defence_Force-1.jpg
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now, I’m pretty sure they’re using [the skills they learned] on the front lines.”  “We don’t know 

what would have happened if we didn’t do that, but I’m pretty sure we made a difference,” he 

said. “They were very receptive and really appreciated the training we gave them.” 

  

If anything, the invasion has exposed humiliating shortcomings in Russian military technology 

and the quality of its forces, their structure and command.  More than 180,000 Russian troops 

poured across the borders of Ukraine in February. They were immediately mired in supply-chain 

issues and soon started encountering heavy losses at the hands of Ukrainian defenders armed with 

drones, missiles and other technologies, much of it supplied by NATO members.  The security of 

Russian communications has been woeful. Ukrainian intelligence has routinely intercepted 

unencrypted radio, telephone, and other chatter between enemy soldiers, revealing critical morale 

issues among the rank and file.  According to what Ukrainian intelligence claims is an intercepted 

call made recently by a Russian soldier, 25,900 invading troops have been killed in the fighting. 

Ukraine authorities had put the figure at 22,800; Britain estimated 15,000.  The New York 

Times reported Washington had provided intelligence that a dozen Russian generals have died. 

An investigation of public records by the independent Russian newspaper Mediazona claimed 

Russia has lost more than 300 officers, almost a third of them among senior ranks of major and 

above. 

 
Anti-terrorist operation in eastern Ukraine. 

/WIKIMEDIA 

 

 

 

The Kyiv Independent reported on May 8 

that Russia had lost 1,130 tanks, 2,741 

armoured personnel vehicles and 509 

artillery systems, along with 1,961 

vehicles and fuel tanks, 199 planes, 156 

helicopters, 92 cruise missiles, 12 

vessels, 179 multiple-launch rocket 

systems and 360 unmanned aerial 

vehicles.  No single incident highlighted the challenges Russia is encountering more than the 

April 14 sinking of the missile cruiser Moskva, flagship of its Black Sea fleet. As many as 250 of 

the ship’s 560-member crew are believed to have been killed after it was struck by two Ukrainian 

Neptune missiles.  After his army’s attempts to take the capital of Kyiv were turned back, Russian 

President Vladimir Putin shifted the focus of Moscow’s “special military operation” to the 

strategic east, where his forces have been engaged in grinding battles in and around the industrial 

hub of Mariupol in Ukraine’s contested Donbas region. 

 

The Russian offensive has been marked by what appear to be gross violations of international 

war crimes law, including the indiscriminate use of heavy weapons, looting, rape and executions 

of hundreds of Ukrainian civilians in occupied areas.  Investigators have uncovered several mass 

graves in areas won, looted, then abandoned by Russian troops. Western leaders, including US 

President Joe Biden, have called for Putin to face a war-crimes tribunal.  In a speech at the May 
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9 parade celebrating the Soviet Union’s Second World War victory over Nazi Germany, the 

Russian president claimed the West was “preparing for the invasion of our land, including 

Crimea.”  “Defending the Motherland when its fate is being decided has always been sacred,” he 

said in an 11-minute address, delivered 75 days into an invasion that was expected to last a few 

days. “Today you are fighting for our people in Donbas, for the security of Russia, our homeland. 

“The death of every soldier and officer is painful for us. The state will do everything to take care 

of these families.”  NATO-led training appears to be influencing the course of the conflict.  The 

parade reportedly involved 11,000 troops, half the number who marched at the 75th anniversary 

celebration two years ago. The number of vehicles involved was a fraction of the usual.  A seated 

Putin watched the march past in 9 C weather with his legs under a heavy blanket. His health, both 

mental and physical, has been the subject of scrutiny. It’s believed he has Parkinson’s disease and 

is slated for cancer surgery. 

  

Canada and other NATO countries have avoided direct military involvement in Ukraine, a non-

member state which was seeking to join the alliance before Russia invaded. Putin has raised the 

spectre of nuclear war if NATO entered the arena.  But, along with its NATO allies, Canada has 

stepped up arms shipments, which have already included artillery pieces and ammunition, light-

armoured vehicles, M72 rocket launchers and hand grenades.  During a May 8 visit to Kyiv and 

environs during which he met with Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy, Prime Minister 

Justin Trudeau said Canada would further boost military assistance, including 18 drone cameras, 

small arms, ammunition, money for demining and C$15-million worth of satellite imagery.  

Canada was also imposing new sanctions on “40 Russian individuals and five entities, oligarchs 

and close associates of the regime in the defence sector, all of them complicit in Putin’s war.” 

Trudeau added Canada would reopen its Kyiv embassy.  NATO-led training, much of it designed 

to distance Ukrainian forces from top-down, Soviet-era military doctrine and put more decision-

making power into the hands of junior and non-commissioned officers, appears to be influencing 

the course of the conflict as Russian forces doggedly stick to old ways. 

 
Canadian forces participate in airborne  

operations during Rapid Trident 2011. 

US Army Europe/flickr.com 

 

Cpl Tite worked with administrators from multiple 

organizations to ensure they could perform their 

increasingly challenging jobs and to do so to NATO 

standards in a secure environment free of leaks or 

other compromises.  He said many of the Canadians 

would have preferred to stay and help, but that 

wasn’t their call. “It happened and we didn’t have any control over it other than we were trying 

our best to help them.”  A Canadian soldier who identified himself only as Nathan told The 

Walrus that he and some of his compatriots came into the program with a degree of arrogance, 

assuming the underfunded Ukrainians wouldn’t know what they were doing.  Starting with a 

lesson on how to operate a firing range practice, he said it was soon evident the Ukrainians were 

mostly not keen on rudimentary education; they wanted teachings that applied to the war they 
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had already been fighting for years.   “We kind of realized that writ large, the Ukrainian army 

doesn’t need to learn those things,” he told the magazine. “They’re an old army. They’ve got 

experience in multiple wars. A lot of the soldiers we were training there were at war in 2014, 

2015, 2016.” 

 

Russia Fires World’s Biggest Laser Guided Mortar Round in Ukraine 
Huge Smel’chak laser-guided mortars are being lobbed at Ukrainian fighters still holed up in the 

Azovstal steel plant.  Emma Helfrich/Joseph Trevithick The War Zone  May 13, 2022  

 

An image has emerged online 

reportedly showing that Russian 

forces are now using 2S4 Tyulpan 

240mm mortars, the largest 

weapons of this general type in 

service anywhere in the world, to 

fire laser-guided rounds at the 

Azovstal steel plant in the southern 

port city of Mariupol. The news 

comes just days after Ukrainian 

fighters inside the complex 

insisted surrender was not an 

option.  The self-propelled 2S4 

mortar, which uses a modified 

tracked chassis based on the one 

used for the Krug (SA-4 Ganef) 

surface-to-air missile system, first 

entered service with the Soviet 

Army in 1975. A crew of nine typically operates a single one of these weapons, with four crew 

members riding on the self-propelled mortar itself and the other five following behind in a support 

vehicle. The Tyulpans – Russian for ‘Tulip’ – possess relatively limited range and have a low 

rate of fire of only around one round per minute. This is in large part due to the massive 

rounds they fire. 

 
A 2S4 self-propelled mortar in the 

foreground, with a Tor-series surface-to-

air missile system in the 

background. Wikimedia Commons 

 

Historically, the 2S4s have typically 

been used to fire unguided 290-

pound or 500-pound high explosive 

rounds, the latter of which has a 

range-extending rocket booster. It 

can engage targets out to around 6 
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miles with standard ammunition and 11 miles away when using the rocket-assisted type. In the 

1980s, the Soviets developed a laser-guided round, called Smel’chak, for the 2S4, which has a 

maximum range of 5.7 miles. 

 

 
An example of a Smel'chak laser-guided 

240mm round for the 2S4 self-propelled 

mortar. CAT-UXO 

 

An autoloading system feed rounds 

into the mortar from two drum-type 

magazines, which can hold a total of 

40 standard high-explosive 

projectiles or 20 long-range rocket-

assisted ones at a time. It's unclear 

how many laser-guided shells can be 

loaded into the system at once. The 

2S4 has a small onboard crane to 

hoist rounds into its magazines.  

When fired, the barrel emanates an 

ominous bell-like ring.   The round 

seen in the picture at the top of this 

story reportedly being fired at the 

Azovstal complex is clearly a laser-

guided Smel'chak, which has a 

completely different shape compared to the unguided ammunition for the 2S4.  Smel'chak was 

originally designed to be employed in conjunction with a forward artillery observer who would 

use a portable laser designator to "paint" the target. Other platforms equipped with laser 

designators, such as drones, could 

conceivably perform this function, 

as well. 
 

Wikimedia Commons 

 

 

Exactly why the Russians might be 

employing Smel'chaks in their 

ongoing siege of the Azovstal steel 

plant, which is located in the 

southern port of Mariupol and is 

known to be the last stronghold of 

Ukrainian forces in the city, is not 

entirely clear. At this point, Russian 

ground forces are basically knocking on Azovstal’s front door and are known to be conducting 

near-constant air and artillery strikes on the complex using unguided munitions with virtual 
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impunity.  However, the complex sits on top of a maze-link tunnel network that has been helping 

to shield the defenders from these bombardments. The value of a laser-guided munition to target 

specific weak points or even try to seal tunnel entrances and exits could be a tactical motive for 

explaining the recent utilization of these rounds. The extremely close proximity of Russian forces 

to the facility also means the Tyulpan's 

limited 5.7-mile range with this munition is 

essentially a non-issue. 

 
A view of the Azovstal plant as the Russian army has 

taken control of Ukraine's besieged port city of 

Mariupol except for the Azovstal plant on April 22, 

2022. Leon Klein/Anadolu Agency via Getty Images 

 

 

 

 

 

May 12, 2022 image of the  

heavily battered Azovstal steel plant. Maxar 

 

 

 

 

 

May 12, 2022 image of the heavily battered Azovstal 

steel plant. Maxar 

 

 

 

This is also just an interesting development given that Russia has been said to have an ever-

dwindling stock of precision munitions of any kind. In addition, several sanctions imposed by the 

United States and its allies have strangled Russia’s ability to restock weapons of various types, 

especially advanced systems that require specialized electronic components. With that in mind, 

it had hardly been surprising to hear that the Russian military was primarily striking Azovstal 

with unguided munitions by the end of April. Russia's unrelenting assault has raged on despite 

the fact that most of the Russian ground forces have been redirected North to meet the demands 

of more urgent offensives, with a small number of battalion tactical groups remaining insistent 

on overtaking the plant.  With the Ukrainian military claiming that they will jump on any 

possible opportunity to carve an exit path out of the Azovstal steel plant, perhaps the Russians 

are using the precision munitions they have left in an attempt to prevent that evacuation from 

happening. 
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Vancouver Artillery Association Yearbook Updates 
 

Wednesday Lunches - Slowly but surely, our numbers are growing for the weekly Vancouver 

Artillery Association lunch in the Officers' Mess at Bessborough Armoury. The doors open at 

11:00 for coffee and cookies. Bring your lunch, or order it delivered from one of the many 

restaurants in the neighbourhood. We'll set some tables with tablecloths and let's compare what 

you found to dine on. Bring a few friends!  Need to get away from your desk in the Orderly Room 

or at Brigade for an hour? Need to renew an acquaintance from your former service with the 

Army? Drop on in for a casual lunch experience. All ranks welcome. (We’ll still set up our Zoom 

connection for those that can’t make it https://zoom.us/j/6802412956  and the secret passcode is 

pFPey6) 
 

Depart with Dignity – Captain Rob Wishnicki CD - Well, wasn’t that a party? It sure was a 

great opportunity to see some faces from the past! Check out the photos here! 

https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/dwd-wishnicki.html  
 

Depart with Dignity – Captain George Dempsey CD - Celebration will be held at Bessborough 

Armoury on 28 May 2022. Anecdotes, messages, etc can be sent to Sergeant Donato Calogero at 

donato.calogero@forces.gc.ca. Have you got photos from George's career that have not made it 

to the pages of the Vancouver Gunner? Send them to president.vcrgunners@gmail.com 
 

Yearbook Update 2022 – Former Sergeant Colin Parkinson - Colin has donned a Navy 

uniform! Congrats!    https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/whats-new/yearbook-update-20227765575 
 

15th Field Artillery Regiment RCA Centennial Dinner at the Teahouse - The date for the 

dinner is fast approaching! After two years of postponements due to COVID, the date is now final 

- 23 May 2022! Did you know that there are still tickets available for this event? $150.00 per 

person. Did you know that the event is open to all ranks? Did you know that it is open to members 

of the 15th Field Artillery Regiment, RCA (serving and retired) plus all its friends and family? 

That's right, if you want to dine with the Gunners - now's your chance! Contact Honorary 

Lieutenant-Colonel Don Foster dgfoster60@gmail.com and order your ticket today before they're 

all sold out.    Sold Out now. 
 

Bombardier Nick Parrotta - Sad news has been received that former Bombardier Nick Parrotta 

passed away May 2020. Nick was a school friend of Sergeant Donato Calogero and they joined 

15th Field Artillery Regiment together in December 1982.  Our sympathy goes out to Nick's family 

and friends. End of Mission. Stand Easy.  See more here. 

https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/obituaries-2020.html  
 

Yearbook Update 2022 - Suzanne Veuger - The obituary for Suzanne Veuger has been placed 

in the 2022 Yearbook page.  

https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/whats-new/passing-of-suzanne-veuger  

 

Ukraine Conflict – Update  Additional footage of artillery activity in the Ukraine conflict 

currently underway. https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/whats-new/ukraine-conflict9948937  

 

https://zoom.us/j/6802412956
https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/dwd-wishnicki.html
mailto:president.vcrgunners@gmail.com
https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/whats-new/yearbook-update-20227765575
mailto:dgfoster60@gmail.com
https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/obituaries-2020.html
https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/whats-new/passing-of-suzanne-veuger
https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/whats-new/ukraine-conflict9948937
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The Regimental Museum is now open from 10:00 until 12:00 every Wednesday. Masks are 

required as is proof of vaccination. Please help keep our soldiers safe and do not attend if 

you feel the slightest symptom of illness. Our zoom channel will also be open from noon at 

https://zoom.us/j/6802412956  and the secret passcode is pFPey6.  

Remember – Stay healthy and stay safe!  

 

Who (or What) Is It?                  
 

Last Week:  The Blackburn Aeroplane and Motor Company TB (or Twin-Blackburn) was a 

twin-fuselage seaplane design, intended for anti-Zeppelin operations.  

As the name suggests, it a twin-engine seaplane. However, it was more 

unusual in that it had two separate fuselages, each with its own engine.  

The two fuselages were joined together by a 10 ft span centre section 

forward, with a tailplane to the rear. The huge upper wing was some 15 

ft wider than the lower with the upper tip extension being braced by a triangular 'king post' 

mounted above the outboard struts.  The type was built against a 1915 Admiralty Specification, 

calling for a 'long-range night interceptor to counter the Zeppelin threat'. The design was 

originally intended to use a pair of 150 hp Smith engines - an American design that promised 

light weight and low fuel consumption. In the event however, it proved unsuccessful in trials with 

the result that eight of the nine Blackburn TB aircraft were finally powered by 100 hp Gnome 

Monosoupape engines. The last aircraft varied even further by receiving two 110 hp Clerget 

rotary engines.  The first Blackburn TB (1509) was completed in August 1915, and it was joined 

by another pair (1510) and a Clerget-powered aircraft (1517) for trials at RNAS Isle of Grain 

during 1916.  Initially, the aircraft was found to be too flexible, causing the aileron wires to 

slacken which resulted in a much-reduced lateral control. This problem was soon 

remedied however, and the aircraft flew successfully, albeit with a modest performance, due to 

the lower-than-intended power available.  The Pilot sat inside the starboard fuselage with the 

Observer sat in the port fuselage and with nothing other than hand signals, there was no means of 

communication between the two crew. This proved to be a distinct disadvantage during night 

operations. 

  

The sole armament on the Blackburn TB was the carriage of Ranken incendiary darts, intended 

to penetrate an airship envelope, setting fire to the gas within. Unfortunately, with the reduced 

power available and fuel capacity limiting it to just four hours endurance, there was only sufficient 

payload to carry 70 lb of the steel darts.  Seven aircraft were sent to RNAS Killinghome in 1917, 

but they did little flying before being broken up in August of that year.  The remaining two aircraft 

(1511 and 1512) were delivered to store at RNAS Crystal Palace, where they too were broken up 

in July 1917. 

 

This Week:  Over the years, many vehicles have entered, and left military service.  Some you 

have known, such as the legendary deuce-and-a-half, or even the Canadian Military Pattern 

(CMP) trucks of our parent’s time (and maybe yours, too).  In fact, the latter could still be seen 

in civilian service in places such as Burma (Myanmar) until the early 2000s, often re-bodied and 

used as busses.  
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Even in ultra-modern Singapore, your author was surprised to see one in use as a drilling rig in 

1996.  It had been brought in from Malaysia by a contractor.  When I chatted with one of the 

Tamil workers, he agreed that it was a most ancient lorry, “Maybe over twenty years old!” he 

exclaimed.  Sadly, in those days we didn’t have cameras in our pockets all the time, so I was not 

able to immortalize that possibly now scrapped piece of history. 

Not so this 

week’s mighty 

vehicle.  It was 

photographed for 

posterity in a 

green and distant 

land, and a fine-

looking piece of 

kit it was, 

looking quite 

military in its 

armour and 

camouflage.  

Some of you 

might recognize 

the basis of this 

juggernaut and 

be aware of the 

owner from the 

licence plate, but 

I don’t think too 

many will know the weapon mounted on its bed.  Nor will many be able to guess what it was 

used for.  However, you have surprised us before.  We were thrilled when one young lad was able 

to tell the military tale of McVitie’s biscuits, so maybe you can relate to us the story of this Mad 

Max-like wheeled monster.  

If you can, please let the editor know by electronic post to Bob Mugford 

(bob.mugford@gmail.com), or similarly to the author, John Redmond 

(johnd._redmond@telus.net). Cheerio! 

From the ‘Punitentary’    
 

Did you hear how hard it is to get a job as a sword-swallower? It’s a cutthroat competition. 
 

Murphy’s Other Laws       
 

Never go into a fight empty-handed! 
 

Quotable Quotes 
 

The only real mistake is the one from which we learn nothing.  - John Powell 

mailto:bob.mugford@gmail.com
mailto:johnd._redmond@telus.net
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Wednesday Digital Video Lunch 
 

No need to worry about COVID-19 when you go digital. Pop into our video lunch at 

noon on Wednesdays and say hi.   All you need is a laptop, tablet or smartphone.   
These sessions are being hosted by the Vancouver Artillery Association and are open 

to all – especially those who attended our Wednesday lunches.    Join us to check 

up on your old lunch buddies.  Zoom lunch meetings will continue for those unable 
to attend the Mess for lunch. 

 

https://zoom.us/j/6802412956   and the secret passcode is pFPey6 

 

 

 
Zoom is the leader in modern 

enterprise video 

communications, with an 
easy, reliable cloud platform 

for video and audio 
conferencing, chat, and 

webinars across mobile, 

desktop, and room systems. 
Zoom Rooms is the original 

software-based conference 

room solution used around 
the world in board, 

conference, huddle, and 

training rooms, as well as 
executive offices and 

classrooms. Founded in 2011, 

Zoom helps businesses and 
organizations bring their 

teams together in a frictionless environment to get more done. Zoom is a publicly 

traded company headquartered in San Jose, CA.    
 
 

 

Invite 2 friends! We have room for 100! See you on Wednesdays at noon.  Bring your 
own lunch and beverage of choice. 

 

https://zoom.us/j/6802412956
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The 15th Field 100th Anniversary Teahouse Mess Dinner 

 

 
 

 
Photo showing a group of soldiers at unveiling of Memorial at Ferguson Point in Oct 1966. Pictured (L-R): 

Warrant Officer Class II R. Guttridge, Lance Bombardier Elboim, [uk], [uk], Brigadier R.T. Dumoulin, 

Lieutenant Colonel N.D. Elsdon, Lieutenant Colonel A.M. McGavin, General Sir Charles Loewen, Lieutenant 

Colonel W.S. Jackson, Major General A.B. Matthews, Lieutenant Colonel G.F. Blythe, Colonel G.M. Platt, 

Lance Bombardier D. Davidson, Sergeant Ruth Thompson, [uk], Warrant Officer Class I P. Smith. 
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The Coast to Coast Toast 

 

 

 

The Coast to Coast Toast 
 

in Celebration of Artillery Day 
 

The RCA Association will be hosting a Coast to Coast 
Toast on Artillery Day on 26 May at 7pm ET.  

More details to follow. 
 

Register now!  
 
 

https://rcaa.member365.com/public/login/event/c9572257fdd219820a2bbc264e0575472adb07e2?do=signup  

 

 

https://rcaa.member365.com/public/login/event/c9572257fdd219820a2bbc264e0575472adb07e2?do=signup
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With a Few Guns 
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Commemoration Cyprus 2024 
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Bank of Montreal 
The official bank of the Defence Community 
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